
I'll be gone in the dark : one woman's obsessive
search for the Golden State Killer
by Michelle McNamara
An account of the unsolved Golden State Killer case traces the rapes
and murders of dozens of victims and the author's determined efforts to
help identify the killer and bring him to justice.

Hell in the heartland : murder, meth, and the case
of two missing girls
by Jax Miller
The award-winning author of Freedom’s Child describes how her
investigation into the 1999 unsolved disappearance of two teens from
rural Oklahoma unearthed shocking links to police corruption, regional
meth addiction and an ominous pattern of murders.

If you tell : a true story of murder, family secrets,
and the unbreakable bond of sisterhood
by Gregg Olsen
In a shocking true-crime story, three sisters form an unbreakable bond
to survive their sadistic mother’s abuse, degradation, torture and
psychic terrors, finding the strength and courage to escape an
escalating nightmare that resulted in multiple murders.

Just mercy : a story of justice and redemption
by Bryan Stevenson
The founder of the Equal Justice Initiative in Montgomery, Alabama,
recounts his experiences as a lawyer working to assist those
desperately in need, reflecting on his pursuit of the ideal of compassion
in American justice.
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The woman who stole Vermeer : the true story of
Rose Dugdale and the Russborough House art
theft
by Anthony M. Amore
In this riveting novel, the extraordinary life and crimes of the heiress-
turn-revolutionary who, in 1974, because the only woman to pull off a

major art heist are documented.

American kingpin : the epic hunt for the criminal
mastermind behind the Silk Road
by Nick Bilton
Describes how a former boy scout launched Silk Road on the Dark
Web, where people could buy anything anonymously including drugs,
spying software, forged passports, counterfeit cash and rocket
launchers and the Federal agents who spent two years trying to find

him.

American predator : the hunt for the most
meticulous serial killer of the 21st century
by Maureen Callahan
An investigative journalist documents the story of enigmatic serial killer
Israel Keyes and the efforts of the Anchorage PD and the FBI to
capture him, discussing what his case reveals about twenty-first-
century law enforcement.

Furious hours : murder, fraud, and the last trial of
Harper Lee
by Casey N. Cep
Documents the story of 1970s Alabama serial killer Willie Maxwell and
the true-crime book on the Deep South's racial politics and justice
system that consumed Harper Lee in the years after "To Kill a
Mockingbird."

We keep the dead close : a murder at Harvard and
a half century of silence
by Becky Cooper
Documents the unsolved 1969 murder of Harvard student Jane Britton,
sharing insights into how the case was clouded by false rumors and the
realities of gender inequality and institutional silence in period
academic circles.

The Third Rainbow Girl
by Emma Copley Eisenberg
An investigation into the 1980 murder of two women in Pocahontas
County, West Virginia, recreates the events of the tragedy, the targeting
of vulnerable suspects and the history of mysterious violence that
continues to overshadow the region.

Catch and kill : lies, spies, and a conspiracy to
protect predators
by Ronan Farrow
Describes the author's investigation of sexual assault, sexual
harassment, and rape accusations against Harvey Weinstein and Matt
Lauer, and the many obstacles he faced, not only from Weinstein but
also from his own employer, NBC.

Dancing with the octopus : a memoir of a crime
by Debora Harding
Traces the author’s remarkable counterintuitive healing journey in the
aftermath of trauma, relating how she survived a violent abduction only
to endure her family’s denial, an abandonment that compelled her to
learn her imprisoned attacker’s story.

The feather thief : beauty, obsession, and the
natural history heist of the century
by Kirk W Johnson
Documents the 2009 theft of an invaluable collection of ornithological
displays from the Natural History Museum at Tring by a young
American musician, tracing the author's years-long investigation to track
down the culprit and understand his motives.

The fact of a body : a murder and a memoir
by Alexandria Marzano-Lesnevich
A National Endowment for the Arts fellow documents the story of how a
summer job at a Louisiana law firm and the case of a convicted
murderer and child molester changed her views about the death
penalty and forced her to confront traumatic secrets in her own family.
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